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COUPLE of weeks ago the Hon Peter Stanley,

manager of New England and Stanley House

studs, had a letter published in the Bloodstock

section of the Racing Post in which he decried the

breeding industry’s lack of support for middle-distance

stallions and warned of the long-term consequences of

favouring speed and precocity over proven ability at beyond

a mile and a quarter.

I agreed with almost everything he said and might even
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HE yearling sale

season is, at last,

over. Don't get me wrong, I

love every minute of it but

it is, by far, our busiest

time of year. It now starts

at Deauville in mid-August

and runs until the, oddly

named, December

Yearlings sale in November

at Tattersalls, Newmarket.

This year I bought a total

of 58 yearlings on spec to

offer to our owners for an

aggregate of approximately

(depending on what

exchange rate you use for

the Euro)  £1,936,641. It is

a far cry from the £12.9

million (remember? -

'Don't round it up', he said)

that Richard Hannon

claimed to have spent on

spec last year but it is a

ROM December 12th amendments to handicap

race conditions will allow horses rated one or

two pounds above a particular handicap rating

band to run in such a race, at Class 3 or below, and carry

one or two pounds above the allocated top weight for

that race. For example, a horse rated 72 could run in a

0-70 handicap  and carry two pounds more than the

prescribed top weight.

This will be a great advantage to those horses who are

struggling to win at the bottom of one weight band but

are currently ineligible to drop into the class below. As I

have said many times in these pages and as James

Willoughby has recently  confirmed, it is moving up in

class rather than the addition of one or two pounds of

weight on the back that is most likely to stop a horse

from winning. It is those at the top of the weights in

most handicaps that have the best chance of winning.

On known form, they are the best horses in the race.

This change is, therefore, very welcome but we must

remember that it is just another tweak to a badly flawed

system of grading races. In my opinion, as you probably

well know by now, the handicap system is the second

biggest disincentive, after poor prize-money, to owning

racehorses in Britain. There must be a better way to

provide competitive racing between horses of similar

ability while rewarding merit and allowing horses to

find their own level.

Prevented

A good example of much that is wrong with the

current system is the filly Miss Danby. After three runs

in maidens and being placed second once at Catterick,

she was rated 65. We, therefore, ran her with top weight

in a 0-65 handicap at Newcastle and she finished second

again, beaten one and a quarter lengths. For that effort

the handicapper put her up to 68. So, having failed to

win in 0-65 class, she is now prevented from running in

that class again and has to move to a level above and

run against better horses. I am not one of those who

believes that every horse, no matter how  bad it is,

deserves to win a race but, under our current system

many horses can go through their career without

winning despite being rated well above average and

having to compete in good races against horses that

have won many times. At the same time there are many

inferior horses who, thanks to being allocated a

favourable opening mark, have had many chances to

win in lower grades. It can't be right.
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Tweaking bands 
is not enough
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LAY OFF
THE LION!

good haul for me. They

ranged from 4,000 guineas

for a Leroidsanimaux colt

through to 155,000 Euros

for the half-brother to The

Last Lion by Power.

Overall the average price

was just above £33,000 and

I bought only five six-

figure lots. Some might

feel that this is the wrong

end of the market for a

trainer operating at the

forefront of the 'game' but

we have bought this type of

horse (all are well-bred) for

as long as I have been a

trainer and it has always

worked well for me. They

are a lovely bunch and I am

delighted with my

purchases so I am sure we

will be hitting the ground

running early in 2017 as we

Our team of yearlings  
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have asked to reproduce his letter in the Klarion if he hadn’t

ended it with the sentence: ‘How frightening it is that this

year’s Brocklesby winner should be standing for only

marginally less than this year’s Derby winner.’

I cannot help but feel it was a snide remark and an uncalled

for swipe at this year’s Middle Park winner, The Last Lion,

and I feel I must come to the defence of the horse I trained.

At the risk of siding with those who do favour precocity in

their breeding stock, I might suggest that he shouldn’t be

surprised that the winner of the

Brocklesby should be considered as

valuable a breeding prospect as the

horse that finished fifth on its debut in

a late September maiden at Gowran

Park and broke its maiden, albeit by

16 lengths, at Cork as a three-year-old

in a time which was more than 33

(yes, 33, not 3.3) seconds above

standard.

Respect

Clearly it is unfair to compare the

performances and it is sad that I

should allow myself to be drawn into

belittling the achievements of the dual

Derby winner, Harzand. I actually

have the utmost respect for him and I

will almost certainly buy some of his progeny. I think he is

exceptionally good value as a sire.

But Peter Stanley should, I believe, have given a little

more credit to those of us who are willing to compete with

our horses to prove their ability on the track over and over

again. The Last Lion ran three more times in one season than

Harzand ran in two. We must surely judge the length of a

horse’s racing career in runs as well as in days and months

spent at home on the gallops or in the box.

T is a huge privilege for

the Kingsley Klarion to

have a question and

answer session with BHA

chairman Steve Harman, which

we will bring to you next

month.

John Scanlon will frame the

questions but I, for one, will be

urging him to ask Steve about

changes to the administration

of racing since he took over at

the BHA and how he sees the

sport and its administrator

going forward over the next

five years. 

If you have specific questions

that you would like us to ask

Steve, please let us know as

soon as possible, preferably by

email at:

klarion@markjohnstonracing.com

On The Spot

I
have done in the past two

years. 

And, of course, they will

be joined by a number of

very well-bred horses from

our owner-breeders and

those who

buy for

themselves at

the sales.

That group

includes the

1.6 million

guineas son

of Frankel

and

Attraction

bought by

Sheikh

Hamdan bin

Rashid al

Maktoum and

already

installed at

Kingsley Park. So it is

going to be a very exciting

year for us.

At the time of writing we

still have 13 yearlings for

sale covering a wide range

of budgets and types so, if

you are still looking for a

yearling, please get in

touch and come and see

what we have to offer. I'm

sure you will be impressed.

look set for a spectacular season


